ABSTRACT: In satellite optical communication system, the spot centroid locating of a beacon plays an important role in establishment and maintenance of laser links. In this paper, we analyze the type and source of noises in a laser spot, and the principles of some denoising methods are summarized. To improve spot locating accuracy, four different methods are used to process the mixed noise. The simulation results show that denoising effect of Butterworth low-pass filtering is relatively good. This work provides guidance for spot locating in satellite optical communication system.
INTRODUCTION
Satellite optical communication is a technology which takes laser as information carrier and sends information between the satellite and satellite, satellite and ground terminals. With the wide frequency band, high transmission rate, good security, low power consumption [1] [2] , satellite optical communication has become a research hot topic of many countries. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . PAT (Pointing, Acquisition and Tracking) technology, which is a powerful guarantee to establish and maintain laser communication links for long distance. In order to quickly and accurately establish a communication link, it is imperative to locate the beacon. However, affected by atmospheric turbulence, satellite platform vibration, background light and so on, the laser spot may drift and distort during transmission. To solve this problem, in recent decades, many people have studied on it. L. Shink proposed a method to improve the centroid accuracy. Firstly, signal border, which is used to effectively reduce static background noises and random noises, is obtained by Gaussian intensity distribution model. [8] . R. Garcia-Vazquez, et al. designed an algorithm for real-time operation, aiming at detecting weak signals embedded in a background by using acquisition system. They put forward single frame processing by using spatial filtering, and multiple frame processing by using frame subtraction The result show that when the spatial fluctuations is fixed, frame subtraction method is an effective way according to probability of acquisition [9] . X. Ma, et al. analyzed the CCD-based point source centroid computation (PSCC) error under the background light and argue that the best threshold to reduce the effects of all the error sources is the average value of the error sources plus three times mean-square value of the fluctuation of the error sources [10] . To improve detection accuracy of the detector, Y. Fang proposed Bayesian threshold algorithm based undecimated wavelet transform. The simulation and experiment have shown that the denosing effect of this algorithm is superior to the traditional algorithm [11] . In fact, the imaging spot contains a variety of noises, such as Gaussian noise, salt & pepper noise and Poisson noise. Accordingly, there are several methods to reduce the noise of spot, including median filtering algorithm, mean filtering algorithm, Wiener filtering algorithm and so on. In the existing literatures, many people have analyzed the methods to reduce Gaussian noise, salt & pepper noise of the spot in satellite communication [12] . And some people put forward new algorithms to reduce the mixed noise (Gaussian noise and salt & pepper noise). However, these algorithms, which are suitable for remote sensing images or other images, can't meet real-time requirements of spot locating in satellite communication. There are few reports on how to deal with mixed noise of spot. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the effects of several classical methods on reducing the mixed noise. This paper has the following outline. In section 2 the noises of system are analyzed and principles of some denoising methods are summarized. To study the denoising effects, different methods are used to process the spot images by MATLAB, which is shown in section 3. Section 4 summarizes our results.
ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM NOISES

The typical noises in the system
Because of the influence of light intensity, sensor temperature and signal processing circuit, the spot image acquired by CCD sensor contains different noises. Electronic noise is caused by random thermal motion of electronic in devices. And some noises are also produced in the progress of signal amplification, analog to digital conversion and so on. These noises are usually regarded as Gaussian noise whose PDF (Probability Density Function) is given by [13] 
The classical denoising methods
Principle of mean filtering and median
filtering The principle of mean filter is given as follows: Firstly, we choose a suitable template for target pixel. This template contains the target pixel itself and the neighboring pixels. Secondly, the average value of all pixels in the template is used to replace the original target pixel value. We assume that the grayscale value at that point after processing is g(x, y), accordingly, g(x, y)=∑f (x, y)/m, m represents the total number of pixels in the template. Mean filtering algorithm can effectively reduce Gaussian noise.
Similarly, as for the median filtering algorithm, we choose a suitable template for a target pixel. Afterwards, the grayscale value of each pixel point is replaced by median value of all the grayscale value of pixels in the neighborhood window. Therefore, median filtering algorithm is a very effective way to remove noise salt & pepper noise.
Principle of Wiener filtering
Wiener filtering algorithm is a useful method to extract useful signal from noises. Its criterion is that the mean square error between the actual output and the expected output reach minimum. The filtering algorithm can be achieved as long as the mean square error reaches minimum.
Principle of Butterworth low-pass filtering
If the spot image is transformed from the spatial domain to the frequency domain, its low frequency component corresponds to region where grayscale value changes slowly. The high-frequency component indicates the edge information and random noise information in an image. Low-pass filters can suppress high frequency components, preserving the low frequency components. Therefore, low-pass filter can eliminate random noise smooth the image. There are many common low-pass filters, including Butterworth low-pass filter, index low-pass filter and so on. In order to minimize damage to the useful signal, in this paper, we choose Butterworth low-pass filter whose transfer function is [14] 
Where, D 0 is cut-off frequency and n is the order of the filter. the characteristic curve of Butterworth low-pass filter is shown in Figure 1 [14] . 3 SPOT SIMULATION
Spot simulation without noise
In this section, the laser spot of satellite optical communication terminal is simulated by Matlab. The ideal spot image size is 101×101 pixels. The spot centroid is (51, 51), the simulation image is shown in Figure 2 . 
Spot simulation with mixed noise
In section 2.1, we have demonstrated that there are Gaussian noise and salt & pepper noise in the actual spot image. Therefore, we add these two noises in the ideal spot to simulate the actual image. The simulation image is shown in Figure 3 . The variance of Gaussian noise of image is 0.005 and the density of salt & pepper noise image is 0.01. As is show in Figure 2 , after adding noise, spot image quality gets worse. Considering the randomness is too much if we simulate the image only one time, so we generate 10 images for any one type of noise. Afterwards, the spot centroid of each image is calculated by centroid algorithm, and we calculate the average centroid based on the ten images. In this paper, we use centroid error to describe the degree of centroid deviation. 
Where, (x, y) is the centroid coordinates of the actual spot and (x 0 , y 0) is the centroid coordinates of the ideal spot. Centroid coordinates of spot image containing noise are shown in Table 1 .
For an image with noise, it is difficult to accurately determine the location of the centroid of the laser spot, which will affect the spot locating. Therefore, we should take measures to reduce the noises. 
Process images with different methods
In this section, we will reduce the mixed noise by different methods, including mean filtering, median, Wiener filtering algorithm and Butterworth low-pass filtering. Filtering windows of mean filtering algorithm and median filtering algorithm are 3×3. As for Butterworth low-pass filtering algorithm, considering the filtering effect is affected by the cutoff frequency, we need choose an appropriate cut-off frequency. In the simulation, when the cut-off frequency is small, the denoising effect is obvious. However, if the cut-off frequency is smaller, the energy distribution of a spot is distorted and thus centroid error would be larger. After comprehensive consideration, for the simulation spot image in this paper, the cutoff frequency parameter chosen is 10, namely, D 0 =10. The grayscale image and light intensity distribution of ideal spot with mixed noise after four filtering algorithms are shown in Figure 4 From Figure 4 , we can see that after mean filtering, there are some noises like some salt & pepper noise in the image and these noises are still somewhat strong. As is seen Figure 5 , after median filtering, the noise of image is reduced significantly compared with mean filtering. Figure 6 shows that after Wiener filtering, there is very strong salt & pepper noise. However, as is shown in Figure 7 , after Butterworth low-pass filtering, the noise is reduced more significantly. The centroids of the spot after four filtering algorithms are shown in Table 2 . Compare the centroid error of Table 1 and Table  2 , the centroid errors after filtering (0.18460, 0.13800, 0.1217, and 0.11090) is less than the corresponding figure (0.7560) in Table 1 . The comparison results indicate that four kinds of filtering methods all can reduce the mixed noise. However, the centroid error after Wiener filtering or Butterworth low-pass filtering is less than that after mean filtering or median filtering. And the centroid error after Butterworth low-pass filtering is the smallest. Furthermore, we use mean filtering algorithm and median filtering one after another, the simulation result indicates the denosing effect is not obvious than that of Butterworth low-pass filtering.
CONCLUSION
Owing to the influences from external and their own factors, different kinds of noises may be introduced to the laser spot received by satellite optical communication terminal. This paper analyzes the impacts of the mixed noise on spot centroid of the beacon. Four different methods are applied to study denoising effects. The results show that the four methods can reduce the spot centroid error to some extent; de-noising effects of Butter low-pass filtering and Wiener filtering is better than those of the other two filtering methods; and denoising effect of Butterworth low-pass filtering is the best. This work is benefit for spot centroid locating of a beacon in satellite optical communication system.
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